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Abstract
Many of the standard filters used in digital image processing are based on local,
neighborhood filtering, that is, filters that process a small region around a central pixel
in the input image to produce a pixel in the output image. We will discuss some of the
most powerful of these filters—both linear and non-linear—and show that they cab be
formulated as generalized convolutions. This formulation has important implications
for hardware implementations and the development of “fast” algorithms.
Keywords: Convolution, Image Filtering, Neighborhood Filters, Rank-order Filters,
Morphological Filters
1 Introduction
Convolution is a well-known technique to describe the input-output relation of linear, shift-
invariant (LSI) systems [1-4]. For general, one-dimensional (1-D) signals the relationship
between an input signal a[n], a filter h[n] and an output signal b[n] is given by:
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For two-dimensional (2-D) filters with finite support ´ , this equation becomes:
b m n a m j n k h j k
kj
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The (double) summation over j and k represents using those values of the filter h[•,•] that
are non-zero. Finite-support, therefore, means the use of a local neighborhood filter. This




Figure 1: The value of the output pixel b at coordinate [j,k] is generated by a combination of the filter
coefficients h and the input pixel values in the image a as “selected” by the support of h.
The filter h[j,k] is J ·  K pixels in size. In most cases J and K are chosen as odd, e.g. J = K =
5. Whether the filter h has a rectangular support is, in general, not important. The filter
support can always be described by a rectangular bounding box where additional filter
values take on the value zero. This is illustrated in Figure 2c for the “cone” filter. The filter
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(a) Uniform filter (b) Pyramid filter (c) Cone filter
Figure 2: Three examples of a local, neighborhood filter that can be used for standard linear, convolutional
filtering.
In all three filters in Figure 2, the position [j=0,k=0] is in the middle of the filter. Each of
these filters smoothes an input image to produce an output image. That these filters
represent smoothing can be seen by looking at the Fourier representation of convolution.
  b a h B A H= ⊗ ← → =F •  ( 3 )
That is, the spectrum of the input A(•) is multiplied by the spectrum of the filter H(•). The
spectra for the uniform and pyramid filters are shown in Figure 3.
(a) Uniform filter spectrum (b) Pyramid filter spectrum
Figure 3: The Fourier spectra for the Uniform and Pyramid filters depicted in Figure 2.
Both filters suppress high frequencies and thus smooth the image. Some examples of image
smoothing are shown in Figure 4. In both examples the original is on the left and the
smoothed image is on the right.
Original Square uniform Original Circular uniform
(5 x 5) (radius = 3.0)
3Figure 4: The result of smoothing a standard image (left) and a test pattern (right).
Note the phase reversal in the right image due to the negative lobes of the circular uniform
filter in the Fourier spectrum. The conclusion is obvious; the phase of filters is important!
[1, 2]
2 Some Linear Shift-Invariant Filters
Before proceeding to some of the more exotic, non-linear modern filters, we will first
examine some LSI filters.
2 . 1 Gaussian filtering
An important modern smoothing filter is the Gaussian filter. The Gaussian can be shown to
have the minimum (spatial extent)–bandwidth product, a property which is important when
the goal is to suppress noise without compromising the information in small details. The
Fourier transform of a Gaussian is a Gaussian and this is illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: The Gaussian filter and its Fourier spectrum.
Although, formally, the Gaussian has an infinite support, there are very efficient and
accurate implementations of the Gaussian filter [5] that are recursive—and thus local—in
character.
2 . 2 Derivative filtering
We frequently examine those places where there is a transition in brightness from, say, dark-
to-light. For this we use derivatives, the gradient, and the Laplacian. Derivatives, which
should be applied only to functions of a continuous variable, can only be approximated for
the case of sampled signals. This rarely deters the practitioner, however, so a variety of
derivative approximations exist.
2.2.1 First Derivative
The most common approximations to the horizontal derivative, vertical derivative, and
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The gradient gives both a magnitude and a direction and differing applications may call for
using one or the other or both. As can be seen by examining the derivative operation in the
Fourier domain, one of the disadvantages of the derivative operator is that it emphasizes
(high-frequency) noise. To “combat” this the derivative operator is frequently combined
with Gaussian pre-smoothing. Some examples of the derivative operation using the filter
kernel [1 0 -1] are given in Figure 6.
Simple: eq. (5) Gauss (s  = 1.5) Simple: eq. (5) Gauss (s  = 1.5)
Figure 6: Left – the horizontal derivative. Right– the gradient magnitude. On the left side of each image is
the direct derivative implementation; on the right side is the derivative combined with Gaussian smoothing.
2.2.2 Second Derivative
The place where there is a transition in brightness is frequently termed an edge. The model
in Figure 7 shows the relation between an edge, its first derivative, and its second derivative.






Figure 7: An idealized edge and its first and second derivatives.
5Two observations, derived from Figure 7, imply important applications. First, the edge can
be “enhanced” by subtracting the second derivative from the original. Second, the zero
crossing of the second derivative corresponds to the edge position.
The mathematical model for the Laplacian is:
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where the filters h2x and h2y are local, neighborhood operations that approximate the
second derivative. Various versions of h2x and h2y are:
Basic version #1 h hx y
t
2 2 1 2 1[ ] = [ ] = −[ ] (7)
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 is the Gaussian filter from eq. (4). Referring to the first of the two applications,
edge enhancement, the result of subtracting the Laplacian from the original gives the result
in Figure 8 that is known as unsharp masking.
Original Laplacian enhanced
Figure 8: Left – the original. Right– the enhanced version, b = a – Ñ 2a, using eq. (8).
A variation on the Laplacian theme that is very useful for finding edges is the Second-



































Noting that Axy = Ayx, the SDGD filter is:
6SDGD a
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The derivative filters that should be used are those that incorporate Gaussian smoothing and
the first and second derivative filters should have the same passbands and stopbands [6].
Thus if the first derivative is given by h1x = [1   0  –1] (see eq. (5)), then the second
derivative might be:
h h hx x x2 1 1 1 0 2 0 1= ⊗ = −[ ] (12)
Various Laplacian-based procedures that use local operators are shown in Figure 9.
Original eq. (8) Gauss (s  = 1.0) SDGD (s  = 1.0)
Figure 9: Various implementations of the Laplacian based on local neighborhood filtering. In the “Gauss”
example, eq. (8) is combined with Gaussian smoothing.
A substantial literature exists to help design one-dimensional filters. The algorithms and
software packages based on these techniques can be used to design optimized
approximations to the first- and second derivative filters [7, 8].
3 Non–Linear Filters
The modern literature has produced a variety of non-linear filters that are also based on the
processing of a local neighborhood. We will focus our attention, here, on the rank-order
filters and the morphological filters.
3 . 1 Rank-Order filtering
In a rank-order filter the pixel values within the filter support are sorted by brightness value
into a list. A specific pixel value is then selected from the list based upon some criterion.
One of the most common filters based on this procedure is the median filter. If the filter
support is a rectangular window with J ·  K pixels, then the output value of the median filter
over a given window is pixel number (J•K+1)/2 in the sorted list, the middle or median
position in the list. Thus, The median filter is a local operation that replaces the center pixel
in a window by the median (50%) value of the sorted brightness (signal) values. The median
filter is frequently used as a smoothing filter [9, 10]. Its effect is shown in Figure 10.
7Uniform (5 x 5) Gauss (s  = 2.5) Median (5 x 5)
Figure 10: Smoothing effect of linear versus the median filter.
In an important sense, non-linear filters are “under-appreciated.” For example, a standard
problem in signal and image processing is restoring the signal a that has been degraded by
a linear system h plus noise n according to c = (a ˜  h) + n. The optimum linear filter hopt
that minimizes the rms error between a and c ˜  hopt is the Wiener filter, a filter that is
specified in the frequency domain. As can be seen in the example in Figure 11, however, a
non-linear median filter can actually lead to a better restoration (lower rms error) than the
linear, Wiener filter.
Distorted and noisy (SNR = 30 dB) Wiener restoration, rms = 108.4 Median restoration (5 x 5), rms = 40.9
Figure 11: Comparing an optimum linear filter to the median filter in image restoration.
Other rank-order filters can be defined on the basis of the sorted brightness list. If the first
value in the list is chosen we obtain the minimum filter and if the last value in the list is
chosen we obtain the maximum filter. Both the minimum filter and the maximum filter will
be discussed in greater detail in the section describing morphological filters. That is, both of
these filters are, at the same time, rank-order filters and morphological filters.
3 . 2 Morphological filtering
Morphological filters form an important class of filters that have been studied and used
extensively over the past 20 years. We start with binary images where the pixel values are






Figure 12: Binary image containing the two object A and H.
The two basic operations are dilation and erosion where one binary object A is operated on
by another binary object H. The object H is referred to as the structuring element and the
definitions are as follows:
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Figure 13: The two, most common structuring elements in binary morphological filtering.
The effect of dilation is shown below in Figure 14a. Pixels in A are in gray. Pixels added
through dilation are in black. The effect of erosion is in Figure 14b. Pixels in A are in black
and gray. Pixels remaining after erosion are in black.
9a) D(A,N4) b) E(A,N8)
Figure 14: Illustration of dilation and erosion operations with the indicated structuring elements.
Using the building blocks dilation and erosion, we can build the central morphological
filters opening and closing as:
Opening:
  
O D E( , ) ( ( , ), )A H A H A H H= =o (15)
Closing: C E D( , ) ( ( , ), )A H A H A H H= = − −• (16)
There are a variety of important problems that can be solved using these morphological
operations—dilation, erosion, opening, and closing—as well as other operations that can be
derived from these four [2, 3, 11-18].
The defining equations for dilation (eq. (13)) and erosion (eq. (14)) can be written in
another form:
Dilation: D a j k h m j n k
jk






Erosion: E a m j n k h j k
jk






The form of eq. (17) indicates that dilation can be written as a convolution over a Boolean
algebra! Further, erosion, as described in eq. (18), can be written as a generalized
convolution over a Boolean algebra.
3 . 3 Generalized convolution – a digression
An ordinary convolution involves a multiplication “•” followed by an addition “+” over a
field of complex numbers as defined in eq. (2). A dilation as expressed in eq. (17) replaces
the multiplication by an AND and the addition by an OR over the elements of a Boolean
algebra. An erosion, in turn, replaces the multiplication by an OR and the addition by an
AND, again, over the elements of a Boolean algebra. The first operation can be thought of as
an inner operation on the pixels a[m–j, n–k] and h[j, k]; the second as an outer operation
over the support defined on [j, k].
Generalized Convolution: b m n outer inner a m j n k h j k
j k
[ , ] [ , ], [ , ]
,
= − −{ }{ } (19)
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3 . 4 Gray level morphological filtering
In general, we would like to apply the power of morphological filtering to gray level
images. The gray-level dilation and erosion of an image A with structuring element H are
defined by:
Dilation: D a m j n k h j kG j k( , ) max [ , ] [ , ],A H H= − − +{ }[ ]∈ (20)
Erosion: E a m j n k h j kG j k( , ) min [ , ] [ , ],A H H= + + −{ }[ ]∈ (21)
and the morphological filters opening and closing are defined by:
Opening: O D EG G G( , ) ( ( , ), )A H A H H= (22)
Closing: C OG G( , ) ( , )A H A H= − − − (23)
Viewed in the context of eq. (19), the “inner” operations are “+” and “–” and the
“outer” operations are max and min for, respectively, the dilation and erosion. These
definitions hold for an arbitrary choice of H including the case where H = constant = 0!
This leads to the most common versions:
Dilation: D AG( , ) maxA H
H
= ( ) (24)
Erosion: E AG( , ) minA H
H
= ( ) (25)
Opening: O AG( , ) max(min( ))A H
H H
= (26)
Closing: C AG( , ) min(max( ))A H
H H
= (27)
Using the gray-level morphological filters, where the support of H is understood, we can
implement:
Smoothing:
Smooth C OG G( , ) ( ( , ), )
min(max(max(min( ))))





Thresholding: θ[ , ] max minm n A A= ( ) + ( )( )1
2
(29)
Local Contrast: b m n scale A A
A A
[ , ] • min( )




Gradient: Grad A A( ) (max( ) min( ))A = −1
2
(31)
Laplacian: Lapl A A A( ) (max( ) min( ) )A = + −1
2
2 (32)
Examples of the results associated with these filters are shown in Figure 15.
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a) Smoothing b) Contrast stretching ( ‹ before, after fi )
c) Gradient d) Laplacian
Figure 15: Gray level morphological operations using a 3 x 3 structuring element.
4 Local Neighborhood Filters
As can be seen in the examples and discussions above, local neighborhood filters form a
powerful family of tools for manipulating images. Point operations, such as the addition of
two images or the logarithm of an image, are not sufficiently powerful to accomplish the
variety of tasks that are generally required of image processing. Global operations, such as
the Fourier transform, are usually powerful enough but require too much computational
power or time. Local, neighborhood filters fall “in between” and are, therefore, the method
of choice. This should not be too surprising because the information in an image is usually
found in a local region and not diffusely spread throughout the image. Further, images are
not samples of a stationary, random process. Statistics vary significantly from place to place
within an image and a local, neighborhood filter is capable of handling this variation.
4 . 1 Generalized convolution – redux
The use of local, neighborhood filters permits, as a side effect, the possible use of a
generalized filter structure, a structure described by eq. (19). Table 1 summarizes the
various filters that we have discussed.
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Table 1: Filters described as generalized convolution in the sense of eq. (19).
Filter outer inner domain eigenfunction
LSI convolution + • complex #’s Complex exps.
Binary Morph: Boolean not (yet) known
Dilation or and “ “
Erosion and or “ “
Gray Morph: real #’s slope functions
Dilation max + “ “
Erosion min – “ “
Rank order choose sort “ not (yet) known
4 . 2 Computational complexity
We might expect that a J ·  K local neighborhood filter requires J•K operations per output
pixel. Modern algorithms, however, frequently make it possible to reduce the computational
complexity of the filtering algorithm. Assuming that J ‡  K and the image size is N ·  N, the
complexity per pixel for a variety of algorithms is given in Table 2.
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Table 2: Filter complexities based on efficient algorithms.
Filter Domain Support Complexity Reference
Uniform spatial square O(constant) [19]
Uniform spatial circular O(K) [19, 20]
Pyramid spatial square O(constant) [19, 20]
Cone spatial circular O(K) [19, 20]
Gaussian spatial ¥ O(constant) [5]
1st Derivative spatial square O(J) [18]
2nd Derivative spatial square O(J) [18]
SDGD spatial square O(J) [18]
Rank Order spatial square O(J) [9, 21]
Binary Morph. spatial arbitrary O(J) [17, 22, 23]
Gray Morph. spatial square O(J•K) [11, 18]
Max – eq. (24) spatial square O(constant) [18, 22]
Min – eq. (25) spatial square O(constant) [18, 22]
Max/Min spatial circular O(J) [20]
Morph eqs. (26)–(32) spatial square O(constant) [18, 22]
Wiener filter frequency – O(log(N)) [24]
Other frequency – O(log(N)) [24]
4 . 3 Conclusions
The idea of a generalized convolution permits us to consider issues of computer
architectures for the efficient implementation of various filter structures as well as the ability
to use one general architecture for differing filter types. Further, the ability to implement
“fast” algorithms can be further enhanced by understanding the fundamental structure of
the filter, as in the relation between the complex exponential and LSI filters. This particular
relation led directly to the FFT and FWT algorithms. Similar developments for non-linear,
rank-order, and morphological filters could, in principle, also lead to improved algorithms.
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